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dward vn had, and seized, a great opportunity to strike the
jlj public imagination. For he was not only a king succeeding
a long-widowed queen, but a brilliant man of the world succeed-
ing a recluse. The queen had shunned pomp and publicity; but
he loved them. Along with his frank amiability went a genial
delight in display, a passion for uniforms and decorations, for
sumptuous entertainments and processions, and big shows of
every kind. For a constitutional monarch, whose duty consists
more in symbolizing power than in wielding it, an important
part of that duty is to exhibit the symbol to advantage before
men's eyes. This King Edward understood much better than
his mother.
In the result he made himself so conspicuous and popular as
to create a wrong impression of his influence on policy. Many
people imagined that the powers of the monarch, after dying
down during Queen Victoria's widowhood, were brought alive
again in the active reign of her son. The reverse was really the
case. The king exerted not more but less authority than his
mother, and transmitted to his successor not an enhanced but
a diminished position within the constitution. The reason was
that he had far less industry than she, and on the whole less
ability also. The rights which Bagehot attributes to a constitu-
tional monarch dealing with ministers—the 'right to be consulted,
the right to encourage, the right to warn'1—depend for their
effective exercise on the monarch's being willing to wade through
the official papers. Queen Victoria, with tireless application,
spent her days on them; her son, as a rule, preferred to spend his
morepleasurably. He seldom read books of any kind. When he
was just over 31 his mother wrote
that the Prince of Wales has never been fond of reading, and that
from his earliest years it was impossible to get him to do so. News*
papers and very rarely a novel are all he ever reads.2
Ten years later, when Dilke saw much of him, he recorded that
though he had 'more sense and more usage of the modern world*
1 W. Bagehot, The English Constitution (1867), c. iii.
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